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RELATIONSHIP OF SELF-FOCUSING TO SPATIAL INSTABILITY MODES

by

A. J. Caapillo, S. L. Shapiro, and B. 8. Suydam

ABSTRACT

The spatial distribution of focal spots formed
when laser beams self-focus in materials is shown
to originate from the growth of certain instability
nodes. These nodes are determined by a simple
mathematical relationship derived from instability
theory, which has been verified experimentally.
Because of these instabilities, the threshold power
for self-focusing is inversely proportional to the
self-focusing length for high-power laser beams.

Me have shown recently that high-power

laser beams break up into cells whose size

is in accord with theory ••*. Experimentally

this was demonstrated by allowing a dif-

fraction pattern to self-focus, and then

letting the beam divide into cells whose

size was determined by the fastest growing

instability node. This dominate node out-

grew all the other modes when amplitude and

phase fluctuations on the beam were due only

to, e.g., refractive index inhomogeneities,

dust, or spontaneous noise. However, a less

swiftly growing mode can dominate if the

initial beam profile has a large amplitude

component corresponding to the frequencies

of that node. Linear stability theory pre-

dicts that iT. initial disturbance 6EQ, of

the field E , of transverse wave number vec-

tor k » (k , k ), will grow as exp (az) as
* y

it travels in the z direction, and the growth

rate a is given by
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where n. is the usual coefficient of the non-

linear part of the refractive index, e.g.,

n • n * n2|E| . According to the linear

theory all modes with the same value of k

grow at the same rate, and those modes for

which

,2 = ck*/(2Uno) (2)

grow the fastest, and will normally outstrip

all others. Once the perturbation becomes

large, it starts to interact with itself.

During this nonlinear phase its growth be-

comes more rapid than exponential, and the

most compact modes, i.e., these for which

k_ • k , grow fastest . This rapid non-
* y

linear growth leads to self-focusing in a

finite distance zf, which our theory gives

as2

„-?
loe

6**1.,
(3)

where 1 is the intensity of the bean in

watts/cm and 6 measures the initial per-

turbation, i.e., 6 = I*EO|/|EOI, or alter-

natively 6 is the phase perturbation in

radians. It is the purpose of this letter



to show that when a Gaussian beam of many

critical powers propagates through a medium,

it indeed breaks up into cells of wave num-

ber vector k , provided there is no gross

perturbation on the initial beam. Each cell

of the break-up pattern produces a self-

focus and from the pattern of self-focal

spots one can measure separately k and k
2

and hence determine k .

The mode with maximum growth rate de-
pends on k and k , and both must be meas-

x ^~^~ y ^~^^—

ured to verify Eqs. 1 and 2. One method of

verifying these equations is to experimen-

tally select a k by amplitude modulation of

the beam in the x-direction, allowing k to

be freely determined by the instabilities

and to be measured from the spacing of the

spots formed due to self-focusing. This

artifice aids in accurately determining kx

and k by forcing the beam to break up into

cells of rectangular shape. Then the de-

pendence of k on tht intensity can be de-

termined experimentally. As the intensity

of the beam is increased, the self-focusing

length decreases, and many sample cells of

different length must therefore be used to

determine the relationship between k and

intensity. Note that there is an instability

node with a k-vector that grows the fastest

whether or not the beam is modulated in the

x-direction. Because the mode with k = k

ultimately grows fastest, it is advantageous

to choose k close to YA^/2, bearing in mind

that this modulation only aids in determining

the cell shape. Furthermore the beam should

not be nodulated spatially at wavelengths

comparable to the beam diameter, nor at such

short wavelengths that the growth rate a is

negligible or imaginary. Moreover, the beam

should not be nodulated in both the x- and

y-directions because the pattern formed at

the end of the cell would result from a

competition between the superimposed mode

and the mode with maximum growth rate which

would mihe it difficult to interpret and

analyze the data.

Experimentally, a bean from a singlle-

mode ruby laser is allowed to traverse

cells of carbon disulfide (CS2)• Before

entering the CS, cells, the beam is ampli-

tude-modulated in one direction by means

of a glass wedge of small angle. A glass

wedge produces an intensity modulation of

16% of the form sin (kxx), and by using

several wsdges any spatial perturbation k

can be applied to the beam. The modulated

intensity profile is allowed to self-focus

in five CS« cells which range in length

from 50 to 150 cm. For each CS 2 cell the

laser intensity is adjusted by means of

different attenuating cells of copper sul-

fate until self-focusing is produced at the

exit i"ace of each CS2 cell. These self-

focusing threshold intensities are measured

by means of a photodiode connected to an

oscilloscope, and are determined by the on-

set of stimulated Raman scattering at the

end of each cell which is detected by a

second photodiode. Beam energies are meas-

ured with a calorimeter. These self-

focusing threshold intensities, along with

photographs of the focal spots at the end

of each CS, cell from which k and k arei x y

measured, yield the relationship between

the intensity and k.

A photograph of a self-focusing pattern

that developed at the exit face of a CS 2

cell is shown in Fig. 1. The k-vector of

the instability mode is determined by di-

viding 2it by the spacing between the focal

spots in the x- and y- directions yielding

Fig- A self-focusing pattern photo-
graphed at the exit face of a CS2
cell. This pattern originates be-
cause of the rapid growth of a
spatial perturbation whose k-vector
components, kx and ky, can be de-
termined by measuring the spacings
between the focal spots.



kx and k , respectively. For the case shown

in Fig. 1, k and k are nearly equal and
x y

each k-vector cell contains one focal spot.

At higher powers than threshold, the cell

can divide further and more focal spots ars

formed.

The absolute magnitude of the k vector

which de/elops at the end of each CS2 cell

is plotted as a function of threshold in-

tensity in Fig. 2. Error bars are mainly

because the intensity near the peak of the

beam is not uniform, but Gaussian, leading

to a k vector dependence with position, and

because of a nonlinear lens effect due to

the Gaussian profile. These effects are

easily observed experimentally as the focal

spots are compressed closer near She peak

of the beam, and, rather than coinciding

exactly with the peaks of the modulation

which originally followed straight lines,

the focal spots lie on lines that bend

toward the center of the beam. The Gaussian

intensity profile causes a 2 to 104 cor-

rection in the k-vector (depending on com-

ponents of xhe k-vector), while nonlinear

lens effects are estimated to cause a vari-

ation of 3%. In some cases a reading error

in the position of the focal spots can lead

to a 5% error. Figure 2 shows that the in-

tensity fits a k dependence as shown by

the solid line. The absolute coefficient

between I and k2 as determined experimentally

differs by a factor of 1.6 from the theo-

retical coefficient calculated by using the

values of X = 6943 X, n0 = 1.62, and n2 =

1.8 x lu"11 esu. The agreement with the

absolute coefficient is satisfactory as the

theory is only meant to apply to beams of

uniforn intensity.

Finally the threshold power for self-

focusing is plotted as a function of the

cell length in Fig. 3. The threshold power

for self-focusing is inversely proportional

to the cell length, a result predicted by

Eq. 3 for high-power laser beams. This is

a different result than that given by the

theory of Kelley6, which predicts that the

self-focusing length is inversely dependent

on the square root of the power minus one

critical power--a result which applies to

low-power laser beams. Note that Chil.in-

garian7 demonstrated that the self-focusing

5 10
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Fig. 2. The threshold intensity for self-
focusing is plotted as a function
of |k|. The solid line shows that
the intensity is dependent upon k2

in agreement with instability
theory.

Fig. 3. The self-focusing length is plotted
as a function of an average inten-
sity. A slope of minus one indi-
cates that the self-focusing length
is inversely dependent on the inten-
sity. The peak intensity is twice
the average intensity plotted.



length for inhomogeneous laser beams goes

inversely with the power. In his case

inhomogeneities were already present in the

beam at the outset, and those with certain

favorable characteristic frequencies self-

focused easily, while in our case spatial

inhomogeneities grow from the instabilities.

Experimental data reported in this letter

substantially verifies the theoretical

model of Suydam.
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